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TIPS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR GREAT ARTICLES
AND PHOTOS
The next few slides will highlight
g g and reinforce the p
protocols and
guidelines for submitting articles and photographs to the Oracle and
for our 2nd District publication, The Omegan.
Following this document and the Oracle guidelines will make for
better quality articles and essays to be sent to the Oracle and used in
The Omegan.
Articles must be submitted in a MSWord document, Times Roman
font 12, single spaced. An example of article file identification is:
Epsilon Talent Hunt . Chapter name first, then article content.
No bullets or imbedded photos in articles, text only.
Photos must be submitted in a separate
p
jp
jpegg file,, at least 300 dpi.
p An
example of photo identification is: Epsilon Talent Hunt photo 1.

TIPS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR GREAT ARTICLES
AND PHOTOS (cont.)
Contents should be to the point and accurate.
The articles should be newsworthy and of interest to people outside of
your chapter.
Articles on activities that address social concerns, community service
projects,
p
j
, mentoring,
g, undergraduate
g
leadership
p development,
p
, scholarship
p
awards, lifetime achievements or recognition are encouraged, especially
articles concerning the fraternity’s mandated programs.
Articles describing these activities are limited to 350‐500 words or less.
Leading surveys indicate the ideal article reading length is 350 words.
Do not embed/place photos in articles. Do not embed dates in photos.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE ARTICLE?
An article tells readers about news and important events.
events
The opening or lead paragraph of an article should answer the following
six questions:
1.
2.
3.
4
4.
5.
6.

Who?
What (or what happened)?
When?
Where?
Why?
How?

Most of us are not experts in writing articles or in photo journalism.
The intent of this powerpoint presentation is to provide coaching and
produce better q
qualityy articles and essayy submissions for our
ideas to p
publications.

HOW TO WRITE AN ARTICLE
•Start the article with City, State and Date. Begin writing the
l d paragraph
lead
h th
then add
dd th
the meatt off your story.
t
Be
B sure to
t
cover the who, what, when, where, why, and how of the
subject. Most articles are between 350 and 500 words.
•Edit your article and come up with a suggested headline. Send
these to the editor for review.
•When writing about a Brother: Be sure to include when/where
initiated and Omega facts.
Articles need to be current i.e. as the Oracle catches up to
quarterly publications articles should cover previous time frame
forward. Articles over 6‐12 months will be heavily scrutinized
for relevance.
relevance

ARTICLE CONTENTS
Writing
W
i i an article
i l can get relatively
l i l easy if you can just
j picture
i
a triangle
i
l in
i your mind.
i d This
Thi
simply means, you need to use the inverted pyramid technique at all time.
Headline. This is where you tell your target readers what your article is all about. In here, you
should be able to capture the attention of your readers while you tell them what's
what s in it for
them. It must be short, punchy, and it must be very descriptive.
Byline. This tells the readers who wrote the story.
First paragraph. This is often called lead paragraph in newspaper article writing. This must
contain all the why, how, where, when, who, and what elements of your story. It's important
that your readers understand your article by simply reading your first paragraph. This is because
research and studies show that a huge percentage of people reading publications do not read
articles in their entirety. (Always start with City State and Date.‐
Date. Brooklyn, NY. November
2012. The Brothers of Epsilon Chapter held its Annual Talent Hunt etc.)
Offer further explanations. In your succeeding paragraphs, you will need to give your readers
supporting details that will help them better understand your story. You can include quotes
f
from
people
l who
h are considered
id d authorities
th iti on your chosen
h
story.
t
Include additional information. This is optional. If you are writing about a one‐time event, you
don't need to include additional information. However, if there were related stories written in
the past, you will need to give your readers some background information.

S.T.A.R. ARTICLES
Sit ti –Task‐
Situation
T k Action‐
A ti
R lt
Results
Articles should not merely be a recount of the event‐ "We met at 9am, 100
brothers and mentees were present, we had a delicious meal at noon, the
workshops were great, and the parents were appreciative, we look
forward to next year's event." This may be a simplistic account, but it's
basically what I'm
I m receiving
receiving. These type articles will never make it to the
Oracle publication.

PHOTOGRAPHS
O OG
S
Photographs should serve to tell an element of the story through action.
In short, each photo should have an element of action; simply asking a
subject to pose for the photo doesn't cut it in the world of photo
journalism. There must be an element of action or movement in every
photograph; something must be "happening"
happening in every frame
frame.
Do not embed the photo in the article submission file, it must be
submitted in a separate jpeg file
file. Captions for the photos can be placed
at the end of the article. Identify the photo jpeg file as Epsilon Talent
Hunt 1. Do not embed dates in photos.
Photos must be at least 300dpi and taken with a digital camera. Do not
embed dates in your photos.

Poor Shots and Quality
P
Poor
Lighting
Li hti

Blurred Shot, Poor Quality Camera

GOOD PHOTO SHOTS AND QUALITY
G dP
Good
Posed
d Pi
Picture
t

Good Action Shots

STANDARD OPERATING PROTOCOLS


GOOD

BAD

Digital Camera pictures

iPhone pictures

350 word or less articles

500+ word articles

Action Pictures

Posed pictures

Pictures worth 1000 words

Pictures that need 1000 words

Spicy outstanding articles

Bland run of the mill articles

Articles in last 12 months

Articles 12 months or older

Non embedded pictures

Embedded pictures

Concise relevant

Not concise non relevant

Properly formatted

Non properly formatted

Putting THOUGHT into article

No THOUGHT just writing

Great Article Meets ALL Requirements
WHO,,,, WHAT,, WHEN,, WHERE,, HOW 310 word count

The Lincoln Project
Second District Corridor V Chapters join forces to empower
inmates at minimum security prison
New York, NY . August 20, 2013. Brothers from five graduate chapters of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
visited Lincoln Minimum Security
y Institution in New York City
y to conduct an Empowerment
p
Session.
The effort is a joint service project between Epsilon, Psi Lambda Lambda, Sigma Beta Beta, Alpha
Upsilon and Kappa Omicron Chapters.
Omega Psi Phi has had a presence at the prison since 2006 when Epsilon Chapter conducted a Black
History Program at the facility. In 2011, Epsilon was joined by Psi Lambda Lambda and Alpha Upsilon
Chapters. The response from the inmates was so positive that the frequency of visits was increased from
once per year to quarterly visits. In 2012, Kappa Omicron and Sigma Beta Beta Chapters joined the
Lincoln Project, making the joint service project five Chapters strong. The increase in manpower helped
to expand the expertise the Fraternity was able to provide to the inmates, capitalizing off of the varied
experiences and backgrounds of the brothers.
Open panel discussions were added to the format as well as time for one
one-on-one
on one mentoring
mentoring. Topics for the
open panel discussions have included health issues that affect men, spiritual uplift, legal advice, repairing
your credit, how to start a business, how to start a nonprofit organization and resources available to
inmates upon release from prison, to name a few.
“It’s been an amazing transformation since the addition of the other chapters,” said Brother Charles
Coleman Jr.,
Coleman,
Jr coordinator of Lincoln Project
Project. “Many
Many of the brothers have established personal
relationships with inmates - serving as mentors, corresponding with them on a regular basis and serving
as a support matrix to help them re-adjust to society and the workforce once they are released,” he said.
(fictious article)

Picture is NON posed and tells a story without Captions
Inmates are intently listening to Omega Presenters

OMEGA CHAPTER
S b i i
Submissions
Here is an example submission:
Brooklyn, NY ‐ Brother Imm A. Que entered Omega Chapter on Thursday April 17, 2008. He was a
charter member of Epsilon Epsilon Chapter at State University in 1975. He graduated magna
cum laude from State University in 1978 with a B.S. degree in chemical engineering.
After graduation, Brother Que served in the United States Navy as a nuclear engineer for four years.
Brother
h Que retired
i d from
f
Pfizer
fi Pharmaceuticals,
h
i l Inc. iin 2000 with
i h hi
his llast assignment
i
as Vice
i
President of Research and Development. He served the Fraternity for more than 25 years in various
capacities, such as Basileus of Epsilon Epsilon Chapter, 2nd District Keeper of Records and Seal and
2nd District Chaplain.
Brother Q
Que,, a current member of the Epsilon
p
Chapter
p in Epsilon,
p
, NY,, had the honor of
being selected as the Epsilon Chapter and 2nd District Omega Man of the Year in 1990. He was a
member of Matthews Baptist Church. Brother Que was preceded in death by his wife, Lady
Que. He leaves to cherish his memory two children, Ben A. Que and Imm A. Que, Jr; one brother,
Big Que, and a host of other relatives and friends.
Submit a quality head shot of the Brother, preferably suit and tie.

All Articles must be sent to
2nddistrictpr@oppf.org.
The 2ndDistrict Director of Public
(DDPR) Relations sends your
submissions to the Editor to the
Oracle(ETO).

The DDPR/ ETO reserves the right to
reject any article or to make any
editorial changes deemed appropriate.

